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a b s t r a c t
The question of whether BPS invariants are protected in maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theories
is investigated from the point of view of algebraic renormalisation theory. The protected invariants are
those whose cohomology type differs from that of the action. It is conﬁrmed that one-half BPS invariants
(F 4 ) are indeed protected while the double-trace one-quarter BPS invariant (d2 F 4 ) is not protected at two
loops in D = 7, but is protected at three loops in D = 6 in agreement with recent calculations. Non-BPS
invariants, i.e. full superspace integrals, are also shown to be unprotected.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

An intriguing question in maximally supersymmetric theories
is which F-terms (or BPS invariants) are protected from UV divergences and which are not. Superspace non-renormalisation theorems in conventional superspace [1] allow the possibility of
one-half BPS counterterms, i.e. integrals over eight odd coordinates
(θ s) for maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theories (MSYM),
a prediction which was in agreement with the old Feynman diagram computations of Ref. [2]. The more eﬃcient unitarity methods [3] have allowed computations to be carried out at much
higher loop order, however, and in 1998 there were indications
that MSYM could be ﬁnite at L = 4 loops in D = 5 [4], despite the
existence of an eight-θ invariant. This expectation has now been
conﬁrmed [5,6] and shows that conventional superspace methods
are not suﬃciently powerful to account fully for the UV behaviour.
It seemed that this problem could be circumvented by means of
off-shell harmonic superspace methods. There is an off-shell version of N = 3, D = 4 SYM [7] (which has the same physical spectrum as N = 4) which one would naively expect to forbid one-half
BPS counterterms but admit one-quarter BPS ones [8], i.e. integrals
over twelve θ s. This would then explain the D = 5, L = 4 MSYM
result and is also compatible with the one-quarter BPS divergence
found at L = 2 in D = 7 [2]. There is also an off-shell version of
MSYM with a ﬁnite number of auxiliary ﬁelds which preserves
nine supersymmetries (one-half-susy-plus-one) which would seem
to lead to the same predictions [9,10]. This year, however, unitarity computations have revealed that the double-trace one-quarter
BPS invariant, although divergent in D = 7, L = 2, is actually ﬁnite
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in D = 6, L = 3 [6], a result which is at odds with the expectation
that only one-half BPS invariants are protected [10].
A possible explanation for the failure of extended superﬁeld
methods to account for this result, along with a similar one for
D = 5 maximal supergravity (MSG) at L = 4 [11], is that both
of the off-shell formulations referred to above do not preserve
all of the other symmetries. Both break manifest Lorentz invariance and R-symmetry while the remaining supersymmetries
are non-linearly realised. It is possible that the superspace nonrenormalisation theorems could be improved by taking this feature
into account, but it is a diﬃcult problem. On the other hand, the
algebraic approach advocated in [10] has the advantage that all of
the symmetries are kept under tight control even though it eschews the use of auxiliary ﬁelds. In this note we shall show that
a closer examination of the algebraic version of the supersymmetry
non-renormalisation theorem leads to the result that the doubletrace one-quarter BPS invariant is indeed protected in D = 6 even
though it is not in D = 7. The implication of this is that the result of Ref. [6] is explicable in terms of the obvious symmetries of
MSYM, although this has yet to be extended to the ﬁniteness of
D = 4, L = 5 MSG. The ﬁeld theory predictions for the onset of UV
divergences for MSYM are thus in agreement with existing calculations as well as with the recent predictions made from a string
theory viewpoint [12].
Regarding the use of string theory to make predictions about
the UV behaviour of MSYM or MSG ﬁeld theories, we would like
to recall the known diﬃculties in using systems with inﬁnite numbers of extra ﬁelds as ﬁeld-theory “regulators”. This was clearly
pointed out in the Kaluza–Klein context in Ref. [13], where, using zeta-function regularisation, it was shown how, despite the
decoupling of individual KK massive modes in a compactiﬁcation
limit, there can nonetheless be divergence cancellations that take
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place between the lower-dimensional theory to be “regulated” and
the contributions arising from the inﬁnity of KK massive modes.
For example, odd-loop-order gravity or supergravity divergences in
odd numbers of spacetime dimensions vanish owing to the absence of available Lorentz and diffeomorphism invariant counterterms. But this does not imply that the massless KK sectors in even,
lower dimensionalities are free of divergences, merely that such divergences cancel against the summed effects of the “regulators”. It
would be nice to understand how this problem is circumvented
by the use of string theory with its doubly inﬁnite numbers of
“regulators” in the string and KK massive states. This issue would
appear to call into question the usefulness of string theory as a
quantum regulator for a lower-dimensional ﬁeld theory that occurs
as its zero slope limit, unless there is some reason why classical
truncation consistency is preserved at the quantum level. It might
be, perhaps, that the case of maximally supersymmetric theories is
special in this context.
Before starting on the details it is worth recalling what the
leading bosonic contributions to the four-point BPS invariants are
for MSYM in spacetime. There are two one-half BPS invariants,
Tr( F 4 ) and (Tr( F 2 ))2 , and two one-quarter BPS ones, the singleand double-traces of F 4 with two extra spacetime derivatives. Both
of the one-half BPS invariants are true BPS states in that they cannot be written as integrals of gauge-invariant integrands over more
than eight θ s but the single-trace one-quarter BPS invariant is not.
In fact, it can be written as the full superspace integral of the
Konishi operator [14] and is therefore non-protected in agreement
with the computational results [6].
The algebraic approach to the renormalisation of maximally supersymmetric theories was discussed in some detail in [10]. Here
we give a brief synopsis of the method. The basic idea is to study
the symmetry properties of the effective action Γ algebraically.
In the absence of any convenient set of auxiliary ﬁelds it is best
to discard them completely and to work in components. The supersymmetry transformations are then non-linear, the algebra only
closes modulo gauge transformations and the equations of motion,
and gauge-ﬁxing is not manifestly supersymmetric. All of these
technical problems can be overcome by the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV)
version of standard BRST techniques [15–17]. An important point
is that one needs to introduce a “supersymmetry ghost”, which is
a constant commuting spinor  in the case of rigid supersymmetry.1 One can then show that, in addition to the BRST operator s
(of ghost number one) associated to gauge invariance, there is an
additional operator Q (with which we associate one unit of a
new type of ghost number called shadow number) under which
any putative counterterm should be invariant too. Q acts as a supersymmetry transformation with parameter  on gauge-invariant
functions of the ﬁelds and their derivatives in the cohomology of s,
and satisﬁes2

Q 2 ≈ −£ v ,

(1)

where v :=
¯ Γ a  . If we express an invariant as an integral of
a spacetime D-form, L D say, then we have
a

− 2i

Q L D + d0 L D −1,1 ≈ 0

(2)

where L D −1,1 is a spacetime ( D − 1)-form linear in  (and thus
with shadow number one) and d0 is the spacetime exterior derivative. Applying Q to (2) and using (1) and the fact that it anticommutes with d0 we deduce that

Q L D −1,1 + d0 L D −2,2 + i v L D ≈ 0
1

(3)

This becomes the Faddeev–Popov ghost of local supersymmetry in supergravity.
The ≈ symbol refers to the fact that identity holds modulo the equations of
motion in the physical sector.
2

and so on (where i v is the contraction operator, i v dxa = v a ). Thus
we obtain a cocycle of the extended differential d̃ := d0 + Q + i v
whose components L D −q,q are ( D − q)-forms with shadow number q. Now the question of whether a given invariant is required
as a counterterm, i.e. corresponds to a UV divergence, can be reformulated in terms of the anomalous dimension of the same
invariant considered as a composite operator insertion, by use of
the Callan–Symanzik equation [18,10]. Furthermore, we can include all of the terms in the cocycle as operator insertions for
any invariant including the original starting action. We can therefore conclude that an invariant will be a required counterterm if
it has the same cocycle structure as the initial action. This is the
generalisation of the algebraic supersymmetry non-renormalisation
theorem [18–20], to non-renormalisable theories [10].
By a slight extension of the theorem of [21], the cohomology
of the BRST operator s of ghost number zero and shadow number q corresponds to the gauge-invariant functions of the ﬁelds
of order q in the constant spinor  , identiﬁed modulo the equations of motion. So a term L D −q,q in a cocycle corresponds to
a ( D − q)-form with q additional spinor indices which have to
be totally symmetrised as  is a commuting object. This implies
that the cocycle is equivalent to a closed D-form in superspace.
We can therefore study the possible solutions to the algebraic
non-renormalisation problem systematically using superspace cohomology. Indeed, from a computational point of view, one has
the following identiﬁcations between objects in superspace and in
components

d1 ∼ Q

t0 ∼ i v

dθ α ∼  α

dθ α A α ∼ c

(4)

where c is the shadow ﬁeld [17] and the superspace objects are
deﬁned below. This is advantageous because it allows us to study
the problem starting at the lowest dimension and work upwards
rather than the other way round. Since the top component has
many terms besides the leading bosonic one this can be a rather
complicated object to construct. Of course, any invariant can also
be presented as a superspace integral, and in general the superﬁeld integrand will have many more components than appear in
the cocycle, so it seems that the algebraic approach implies that
the essential part of a superﬁeld integrand is actually the part that
appears in the closed super D-form. For example, as we shall see
later, the cocycle associated with a one-half BPS invariant is actually longer than the cocycle for the action, whereas the cocycle
associated with a full superspace integral is the same as that for
the action.
It has been known for some time that one can write a supersymmetric invariant as a spacetime integral in terms of a closed
super-form, a procedure which has been dubbed “ectoplasm”
[22,23]. Suppose M is a supermanifold with D-dimensional body
M 0 and L D is a closed D-form on M. The formula for an invariant I is



I=

L D ,0 (x, θ = 0),

(5)

M0

where L D ,0 is the purely bosonic component of L D with respect to
some coordinate basis and where (x, θ) are (even, odd) coordinates
on M. It is easy to see that this does give a supersymmetry invariant because, under an inﬁnitesimal diffeomorphism of M, a closed
form changes by a total derivative, and a spacetime supersymmetry
transformation is given by the leading term of an odd superdiffeomorphism in its θ -expansion. Since an exact D-form integrates to
zero, it follows that we need to analyse the Dth de Rham cohomology group of M in order to ﬁnd the possible invariants. This
has nothing to do with topology, however, since the forms we are
interested in have components which are gauge-invariant functions
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of the physical ﬁelds and this leads to non-trivial cohomology even
for ﬂat supermanifolds.
We now give a brief review of some essential aspects of superspace cohomology. We shall only consider ﬂat superspace here.
The standard superinvariant basis one-forms are

E a = dxa −

i





dθ α Γ a α β θ β
2

E α = dθ α ,

(6)

which are dual to the usual invariant derivatives (∂a , D α ). As we
are going to focus on MSYM the index α can be thought of as a
16-component D = 10 chiral spinor index, although in D < 10 it
will stand for a combined spinor and R-symmetry index. Similarly,
Γ a denotes the ten-dimensional gamma-matrices which reduce to
a direct product of internal and spinor matrices.
The fact that the tangent spaces of a superspace (even in the
curved case) split invariantly into even and odd subspaces implies
that one can introducea bi-grading on the spaces Ω n of differp ,q
ential n-forms, Ω n =
. We can also split the extep +q=n Ω
rior derivative d into the following components with the indicated
bidegrees [24]

d = d0 (1, 0) + d1 (0, 1) + t 0 (−1, 2).

(7)

In a general superspace there is also a component t 1 of bidegree (2, −1) but it vanishes in ﬂat space (and does not play a
crucial cohomological role in any case). d0 = E a ∂a and d1 = E α D α
are respectively even and odd exterior derivatives, while t 0 is an
algebraic operation involving the dimension zero torsion, which is
proportional to Γ . For ω ∈ Ω p ,q ,



(t 0 ω)a2 ...a p β1 ...βq+2 ∼ Γ a1 (β

1 β2

ωa1 ...a p β3 ...βq+2 ) .

(8)

Since d2 = 0 we ﬁnd, amongst other relations,

t 02 = 0

(9)

t 0 d1 + d1 t 0 = 0

(10)

d21

(11)

+ t 0 d 0 + d 0 t 0 = 0.

p ,q

Eq. (9) implies that we can deﬁne t 0 -cohomology groups H t
[24]. We can then deﬁne a new odd derivative d s acting on elements of these groups by

ds [ω] := [d1 ω],

(12)
p ,q
Ht ,

where ω ∈ [ω] ∈
with [ω] denoting the cohomology class of
a t 0 -closed form ω . Eqs. (10) and (11) then imply that these deﬁnitions are independent of the choice of representative ω and that
d2s = 0. This means that we can deﬁne the so-called spinorial cop ,q
homology groups H s
[25,26]. The point of these deﬁnitions is
that they enable us to solve for the superspace cohomology of
d in terms of the spinorial cohomology groups. Speciﬁcally, suppose the lowest-dimensional non-zero component (i.e. the one
with the largest number of odd indices) of some closed D-form L D
is L D −q,q , for some q, then, since dL D = 0, we have t 0 L D −q,q = 0,
and since we are interested in cohomology, the starting component
D −q,q
will correspond to an element of H t
. The next component of
dL D = 0 then tells us that d s [ L D −q,q ] = 0. Thereafter, if we can
solve this equation, we can solve for all of the higher components
of L D in terms of L D −q,q .3 There may, of course, be other solutions
to the problem with lowest components of different bidegrees, but
this is precisely what is needed for there to be non-trivial examples of non-renormalisation theorems as this implies the existence

3
In principle there can be higher-order obstructions but these do not arise in the
examples discussed here.
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of more than one type of cocycle. Another important consideration
is that any putative lowest component of a closed D-form must
lead to a non-zero L D ,0 .
We shall now discuss the cohomology of N = 1, D = 10 superspace (see [27] for more details). Interestingly enough, it turns
out to be closely related to the pure spinor approach to su0,q
persymmetry [28,29]. Consider ﬁrst H t . Let ω ∈ Ω 0,q and let
α
α
q
1
ω̄ := u . . . u ωα1 ...αq where u is a (commuting) pure spinor,

u Γ a u = 0. Clearly, if ω → ω + t 0 λ, where λ ∈ Ω 1,q−2 , ω̄ is un0,q
changed, so that H t is isomorphic to the space of q-fold pure
spinors which appears in pure spinor cohomology [30]. The t 0 cohomology groups for 1  p  5 are again spaces of pure spinor
type objects but with additional antisymmetrised vector indices.
This arises because of the gamma-matrix identities which are responsible for the kappa-symmetry of the string and ﬁve-brane actions. In form notation these are

t 0 Γ1,2 = t 0 Γ5,2 = 0

(13)

where Γ p ,2 denotes a symmetric gamma-matrix with p even indices viewed as a ( p , 2)-form. For our problem only the second of
these relations is relevant. For example, suppose ω ∈ Ω 3,q can be
written

ω3,q = Γ5,2 λ2 ,q−2 ,

(14)

where the notation indicates that two of the even indices on Γ5,2
are to be contracted with the two vector indices on λ, then it is
clearly the case that ω is t 0 -closed. Furthermore, in cohomology,
the object λ can be taken to be of pure spinor type on its odd
indices. Constructions such as this are not possible for p  6 and
it turns out that all such t 0 -cohomology groups vanish.
Although it would seem that there are quite a lot of cohomology groups available which one might consider as possible lowest
components for closed D-forms it turns out that there is only one
type of cocycle in N = 1, D = 10, with lowest component L 5,5 [27].
This is due to the fact that this is the only case which can lead to
a non-zero L 10,0 . So any closed D-form in D = 10 superspace has
a lowest component of the form

L 5,5 = Γ5,2 M 0,3

(15)

where d s [ M 0,3 ] = 0. The simplest example of this is for an unconstrained scalar superﬁeld S, which corresponds to a full superspace
integral,

M α β γ = T α β γ ,δ1 ...δ5 D 11δ1 ...δ5 S ,

(16)

where T is an invariant tensor constructed from gamma-matrices
[30] and D 11α1 ...α5 is the dual of the antisymmetrised product of
eleven D α s. The tensor T is symmetric on α β γ and totally antisymmetric on the δ s. Now a closed D-form in D dimensions gives
rise to a closed ( D − 1)-form in ( D − 1) dimensions under dimensional reduction, so this means that we can immediately construct
the cocycle associated with any non-BPS invariant in 4 < D < 10;
it will have lowest component L D −5,5 ∼ Γ D −5,2 M 0,3 where Γ D −5,2
is the dimensional reduction of Γ5,2 .
The next example we shall consider is the (on-shell) action.
It is an example of a Chern–Simons (CS) invariant. In D dimensions such an invariant can be constructed starting from a closed,
gauge-invariant ( D + 1)-form W D +1 = d Z D , where Z D is a potential D-form [31], provided that it has the property of Weil triviality [32], i.e. it can also be written as dK D for some gauge-invariant
D-form K D . If this is true, then L D := K D − Z D is closed and can
be used to construct an integral invariant via the ectoplasm formula. For the D = 10 SYM action the appropriate W 11 is H 7 Tr( F 2 )
where, in ﬂat superspace, the closed seven-form H 7 ∼ Γ5,2 . This
eleven-form is easily seen to have the correct property, with the
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lowest component of K D being K 8,2 ; Z can be chosen to be H 7 Q 3
where Q 3 is the SYM Chern–Simons three-form, d Q 3 = Tr( F 2 ). The
lowest non-zero component of L 10 is

L 5,5 = −Γ5,2 Q 0,3 .

(17)

We can again reduce this formula to any dimension 4 < D < 10,
and conclude that the lowest term in the closed D-form associated with the action, or action-form, for all of these cases is
L D −5,5 = −Γ D −5,2 Q 0,3 . This is in agreement with the cocycle obtained in components in [10], with the identiﬁcations (4). We are
therefore able to conclude that the cocycle type of the action is
the same as that of a non-BPS invariant in all dimensions D  5,
and therefore that such full superspace integrals are not protected
by the algebraic non-renormalisation theorem.
We now move on to discuss the BPS invariants, starting with
one-half BPS. There are two of these corresponding to single- and
double-trace F 4 invariants. There is not a lot of difference between
them from the point of view of superspace cohomology, and we
shall focus on the double-trace as it will be useful in the subsequent discussion of the double-trace one-quarter BPS case. In
D = 10 this invariant is again of CS type with W 11 = H 3 F 4 , but
the CS nature is lost for D  8 due to the low rank of H 3 ∼ Γ1,2
and so we shall derive the associated closed D-form starting from
scratch in D = 7 and below.4
In D  8, the SYM ﬁeld strength multiplet is a scalar superﬁeld
W r , r = 1, . . . , n = 10 − D, whose independent components are
the physical scalars and spinors and the spacetime ﬁeld strength,
and from which one can construct two bilinear multiplets, the
Konishi multiplet K := Tr( W r W r ), and the supercurrent, J rs :=
Tr( W r W s ) − n1 δrs K . The supercurrent is itself one-half BPS, but it
is ultra-short in the sense that its θ -expansion only goes up to θ 4
(as opposed to θ 8 for a standard one-half BPS superﬁeld). It has
128 + 128 components while Konishi is an unconstrained scalar
superﬁeld in the interacting theory. The supercurrent contains all
of the conserved currents of SYM: the R-currents, the supersymmetry current, the energy–momentum tensor and an identically
conserved topological current for the gauge ﬁelds.
If we square J we obtain scalar superﬁelds in various representations of the R-symmetry group. The totally symmetric, traceless
representation is the one-half BPS multiplet we are interested in.
Let us consider ﬁrst D = 7. We can take the R-symmetry group
to be SU (2) and use i, j etc. to denote doublet SU (2) indices. The
supercurrent is J i jkl , while the one-half BPS multiplet is B i 1 ...i 8 :=
J (i 1 ...i 4 J i 5 ...i 8 ) . It obeys the constraint

D α i B j 1 ... j 8 = εi ( j 1 Λα j 2 ... j 8 ) ,

(18)

where the spinor index can take on 8 values. The lowest component of the associated closed seven-form is an L 0,7 of the form

L α1 i 1 ,...,α7 i 7 = η(α1 α2 . . . ηα5 α6 Λα7 )i 1 ...i 7 ,
where

(19)

ηα β is the (symmetric) charge-conjugation matrix. It is
0,7

straightforward to verify that this deﬁnes an element of H s and
that it contains a singlet L 7,0 , the spacetime double-trace F 4 invariant. Furthermore, it is not diﬃcult to show that this seven-form
cannot be brought to the same form as that of the action by the
addition of some exact term. This shows that the one-half BPS invariant has a different cocycle structure to the action, although this
fact is not directly relevant in D = 7 as this counterterm cannot
arise there anyway for dimensional reasons.

4
F 4 arises at one loop in D = 8 where it is divergent; this is compatible with
both algebraic and superspace non-renormalisation theorems because they are not
valid at one loop.

Now let us consider the one-quarter BPS double-trace invariant d2 F 4 . It turns out that it can be written as a subsuperspace
integral of an associated pseudo-one-half BPS superﬁeld which is
constructed from the one above by the insertion of two contracted
spacetime derivatives, one on each factor of J . This allows us to
write down a candidate closed seven-form immediately with lowest component given as in (19) but where now Λ ∼ ∂ χ · ∂ J where
D J ∼ χ . In this case, however, one can show that

L 0,7 = d1 K 0,6 + t 0 K 1,5

(20)

for some K 0,6 and K 1,5 which are constructed explicitly in terms
of bilinears in the components of J . This is enough to show that
this closed seven-form is cohomologically equivalent to the actionform as there are only two types of cocycle in D = 7. Hence the
one-quarter double-trace BPS invariant in D = 7 is not protected.
The above closed seven-form can be reduced straightforwardly
to give a closed six-form in D = 6 which must also have the same
cocycle structure as the action. One might therefore conclude that
this invariant cannot be protected in D = 6 either. However, the
R-symmetry group in D = 7 is SU (2) while for N = 2, D = 6 it is
SU (2) × SU (2) and there is no guarantee that the reduced six-form
will have the full R-symmetry. For this reason we shall analyse
N = 2, D = 6 starting again from the supercurrent.
The N = 2, D = 6 supersymmetry algebra is

 
{ D α i , D β j } = i εi j γ a α β ∂a
 αi β j 
α β
 
= iεi j γ a
D ,D
∂a



D α i , D β j = 0,

(21)

where α = 1 . . . 4 is a chiral spinor index and i, i  are doublet
indices for the two SU (2)s. In this notation the ﬁeld strength is
i j



W i i and the supercurrent is J i j





:= Tr( W (i i W j ) j ). The doublei  j  k l

trace true one-half BPS superﬁeld is B i jkl
the constraint
j  k  l  m

D α (i B jklm) = 0

(i  j 

k l )

:= J (i j J kl) . It obeys
(22)

together with a similar one for the upper indices. The one-half BPS
Lagrangian six-form starts at L 0,6 . It is




φ)l m n



L α i β j γ k δl m φn := δ(α (δ δβ  B γ )i jk

,

(23)

where
β i  j  k

B α i jk

β i  j  k l

:= D α l D l B i jkl

.

(24)

There are two Spin(1, 5) representations here, a singlet and
a 15, but it turns out that precisely this combination is required
0,6
in order to obtain an element of H s . Moreover, it is not diﬃcult
to show that this form cannot be shortened so that the cocycle for
the true one-half BPS invariant is different to that of the action
(which starts at L 1,5 in D = 6).
As in the D = 7 case the double-trace one-quarter BPS invariant
can be constructed in terms of a pseudo-one-half BPS superﬁeld
obeying (22). Again it is formed by inserting a pair of contracted
spacetime derivatives, one on each factor of J . We now have the
task of testing for the cohomological triviality of the corresponding
closed six-form, i.e. we try to write L 0,6 = d1 K 0,5 + t 0 K 1,4 . In contradistinction to the D = 7 case, however, we ﬁnd that we cannot
do this.
The problem can be approached from different points of view.
The ﬁrst is to try repeat what was done for D = 7 by writing K
in terms of bilinears of the supercurrent, but it turns out that no
such K 0,5 and K 1,4 can be constructed in this way. Alternatively,
we can observe that there are two true one-quarter BPS bilinears
that can be constructed from J ,
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i j

C i jkl := J (i j J kl)i  j 
C

 i  j  k l

(i  j 

:= J i j

k  l  )i j

J

(25)

.

These superﬁelds obey constraints of the type (22), C with respect to D and C  with respect to D  . There is another shortened
bilinear that can be constructed from J ; it is
i j

k  (i 

j  )l kl

S i j := J k(i J j )l

ε εkl .

(26)

It obeys constraints that are third-order in D and D  separately.
It is akin to the product of two supercurrents in N = 4, D = 4
which is protected as a superconformal ﬁeld even though it is not
BPS-shortened [33,34].
The pseudo-one-half BPS B can be written as four derivatives
on any of these three superﬁelds, up to a total spacetime derivative
which is irrelevant under integration. We have
i  j  k l

B i jkl

∼ D 4i jkl C  i
∼ D 4i

 j  k l

 j  k l
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that it would seem likely that all BPS counterterms in N = 8,
D = 4 supergravity are protected after all, and that the ﬁrst divergence that could appear according to ﬁeld theory arguments
would be at L = 7 loops. Such a counterterm was explicitly constructed in the linearised theory many years ago [35], but this is
not invariant under the non-linear E 7 symmetry. However, there
is a seven-loop E 7 invariant given by the volume of the on-shell
N = 8 superspace. Although it is known that the volume of superspace can vanish in some lower N examples, there does not
seem to be any obvious reason why this should be the case in
N = 8.
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where the D 4 s are fourth-order in D and totally symmetric on the
internal indices, while the second-order D 2 s are symmetric in the
internal indices and antisymmetric on the spinor indices. The onequarter BPS invariant can be written as a twelve-theta integral of
any of these so that one might expect to trivialise the cohomology
by using any one of them in K . But it turns out to be not possible
even if one includes all three at once.
We therefore conclude that the double-trace d2 F 4 invariant is
protected in N = 2, D = 6 SYM even though a similar invariant is
not protected in D = 7. A key difference between the two cases
is the larger R-symmetry group in D = 6 which is more restrictive when it comes to constructing possible trivialising ( D − 1)forms K .
This result is in agreement with the latest D = 6, L = 3 SYM
calculations [6]. There is now only one remaining BPS counterterm to be checked in MSYM, the double-trace one-quarter BPS
invariant which could appear in principle in D = 5 at L = 6 loops.
Although we have not checked this explicitly, it seems likely that
it will be protected because we can obtain a protected cocycle by dimensional reduction of the N = 2, D = 6 cocycle we
have just discussed. This would not necessarily have the full Sp(2)
R-symmetry but it would have a larger R-symmetry than the trivial cocycle that can be constructed by dimensional reduction from
D = 7.
The evaluation of the various superspace cohomology groups
for maximal supergravity is a more diﬃcult problem, principally
because of the larger R-symmetry groups, many of which have
the disadvantage of being symplectic. There is also a conceptual
issue to deal with because the precise relation between the cohomology problem in algebraic renormalisation in components and
the “ectoplasm” cohomology problem in superspace has not yet
been identiﬁed for supergravity. The equivalence between these
two certainly does not hold for the cocycle associated to the
classical action, since the latter vanishes on-shell. Nevertheless
we can speculate as to the outcome of such investigations using MSYM as a guide. Let us suppose that cohomological arguments can be found which protect the D = 5, L = 4 invariant
(which is one-eighth BPS); then, by dimensional reduction, we
would expect this counterterm to be protected also in D = 4
where it could occur at L = 6 loops. There is still the question
of the one-quarter BPS counterterm which could occur at L = 5
in D = 4, but it would seem unlikely that this would be divergent while the L = 6 one is not. The net upshot of this is
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